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can use this to access PacktLib today and view 9 entirely free books. Simply use your login
credentials for immediate access.PrefaceOpenCV 3 is a state-of-the-art computer vision library
that is used for a variety of image and video processing operations. Some of the more
spectacular and futuristic features, such as face recognition or object tracking, are easily
achievable with OpenCV 3. Learning the basic concepts behind computer vision algorithms,
models, and OpenCV's API will enable the development of all sorts of real-world applications,
including security and surveillance tools.Starting with basic image processing operations, this
book will take you through a journey that explores advanced computer vision concepts.
Computer vision is a rapidly evolving science whose applications in the real world are exploding,
so this book will appeal to computer vision novices as well as experts of the subject who want to
learn about the brand new OpenCV 3.0.0.What this book coversChapter 1, Setting Up OpenCV,
explains how to set up OpenCV 3 with Python on different platforms. It will also troubleshoot
common problems.Chapter 2, Handling Files, Cameras, and GUIs, introduces OpenCV's I/O
functionalities. It will also discuss the concept of a project and the beginnings of an object-
oriented design for this project.Chapter 3, Processing Images with OpenCV 3, presents some
techniques required to alter images, such as detecting skin tone in an image, sharpening an
image, marking contours of subjects, and detecting crosswalks using a line segment
detector.Chapter 4, Depth Estimation and Segmentation, shows you how to use data from a
depth camera to identify foreground and background regions, such that we can limit an effect to
only the foreground or background.Chapter 5, Detecting and Recognizing Faces, introduces
some of OpenCV's face detection functionalities, along with the data files that define particular
types of trackable objects.Chapter 6, Retrieving Images and Searching Using Image
Descriptors, shows how to detect the features of an image with the help of OpenCV and make
use of them to match and search for images.Chapter 7, Detecting and Recognizing Objects,
introduces the concept of detecting and recognizing objects, which is one of the most common
challenges in computer vision.Chapter 8, Tracking Objects, explores the vast topic of object
tracking, which is the process of locating a moving object in a movie or video feed with the help
of a camera.Chapter 9, Neural Networks with OpenCV – an Introduction, introduces you to
Artificial Neural Networks in OpenCV and illustrates their usage in a real-life application.What
you need for this bookYou simply need a relatively recent computer, as the first chapter will
guide you through the installation of all the necessary software. A webcam is highly
recommended, but not necessary.Who this book is forThis book is aimed at programmers with
working knowledge of Python as well as people who want to explore the topic of computer vision
using the OpenCV library. No previous experience of computer vision or OpenCV is required.
Programming experience is recommended.ConventionsIn this book, you will find a number of
text styles that distinguish between different kinds of information. Here are some examples of
these styles and an explanation of their meaning.Code words in text, database table names,
folder names, filenames, file extensions, pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter
handles are shown as follows: "We can include other contexts through the use of the include



directive."A block of code is set as follows:import cv2import numpy as npimg =
cv2.imread('images/chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray
= np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)When we wish to draw your attention
to a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines or items are set in bold:img =
cv2.imread('images/chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray
= np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)Any command-line input or output is
written as follows:mkdir build && cd buildcmake -D CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -
DOPENCV_EXTRA_MODULES_PATH=<opencv_contrib>/modules -D
CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..makeNew terms and important words are shown in bold.
Words that you see on the screen, for example, in menus or dialog boxes, appear in the text like
this: " On Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8, click on the Start menu."NoteWarnings or
important notes appear in a box like this.TipTips and tricks appear like this.Reader
feedbackFeedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about this
book—what you liked or disliked. Reader feedback is important for us as it helps us develop
titles that you will really get the most out of.To send us general feedback, simply e-mail
<feedback@packtpub.com>, and mention the book's title in the subject of your message.If there
is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or contributing to a
book, see our author guide at .Customer supportNow that you are the proud owner of a Packt
book, we have a number of things to help you to get the most from your purchase.Downloading
the example codeYou can download the example code files from your account at for all the Packt
Publishing books you have purchased. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit and
register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.ErrataAlthough we have taken every care to
ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our
books—maybe a mistake in the text or the code—we would be grateful if you could report this to
us. By doing so, you can save other readers from frustration and help us improve subsequent
versions of this book. If you find any errata, please report them by visiting , selecting your book,
clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details of your errata. Once your
errata are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata will be uploaded to our
website or added to any list of existing errata under the Errata section of that title.To view the
previously submitted errata, go to and enter the name of the book in the search field. The
required information will appear under the Errata section.PiracyPiracy of copyrighted material on
the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media. At Packt, we take the protection of our
copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come across any illegal copies of our works in any
form on the Internet, please provide us with the location address or website name immediately
so that we can pursue a remedy.Please contact us at <copyright@packtpub.com> with a link to
the suspected pirated material.We appreciate your help in protecting our authors and our ability
to bring you valuable content.QuestionsIf you have a problem with any aspect of this book, you
can contact us at <questions@packtpub.com>, and we will do our best to address the
problem.Chapter 1. Setting Up OpenCVYou picked up this book so you may already have an



idea of what OpenCV is. Maybe, you heard of Sci-Fi-sounding features, such as face detection,
and got intrigued. If this is the case, you've made the perfect choice. OpenCV stands for Open
Source Computer Vision. It is a free computer vision library that allows you to manipulate images
and videos to accomplish a variety of tasks from displaying the feed of a webcam to potentially
teaching a robot to recognize real-life objects.In this book, you will learn to leverage the
immense potential of OpenCV with the Python programming language. Python is an elegant
language with a relatively shallow learning curve and very powerful features. This chapter is a
quick guide to setting up Python 2.7, OpenCV, and other related libraries. After setup, we also
look at OpenCV's Python sample scripts and documentation.NoteIf you wish to skip the
installation process and jump right into action, you can download the virtual machine (VM) I've
made available at .This file is compatible with VirtualBox, a free-to-use virtualization application
that lets you build and run VMs. The VM I've built is based on Ubuntu Linux 14.04 and has all the
necessary software installed so that you can start coding right away.This VM requires at least 2
GB of RAM to run smoothly, so make sure that you allocate at least 2 (but, ideally, more than 4)
GB of RAM to the VM, which means that your host machine will need at least 6 GB of RAM to
sustain it.The following related libraries are covered in this chapter:NumPy: This library is a
dependency of OpenCV's Python bindings. It provides numeric computing functionality,
including efficient arrays.SciPy: This library is a scientific computing library that is closely related
to NumPy. It is not required by OpenCV, but it is useful for manipulating data in OpenCV
images.OpenNI: This library is an optional dependency of OpenCV. It adds the support for
certain depth cameras, such as Asus XtionPRO.SensorKinect: This library is an OpenNI plugin
and optional dependency of OpenCV. It adds support for the Microsoft Kinect depth camera.For
this book's purposes, OpenNI and SensorKinect can be considered optional. They are used
throughout Chapter 4, Depth Estimation and Segmentation, but are not used in the other
chapters or appendices.NoteThis book focuses on OpenCV 3, the new major release of the
OpenCV library. All additional information about OpenCV is available at , and its documentation
is available at .Choosing and using the right setup toolsWe are free to choose various setup
tools, depending on our operating system and how much configuration we want to do. Let's take
an overview of the tools for Windows, Mac, Ubuntu, and other Unix-like systems.Installation on
WindowsWindows does not come with Python preinstalled. However, installation wizards are
available for precompiled Python, NumPy, SciPy, and OpenCV. Alternatively, we can build from a
source. OpenCV's build system uses CMake for configuration and either Visual Studio or
MinGW for compilation.If we want support for depth cameras, including Kinect, we should first
install OpenNI and SensorKinect, which are available as precompiled binaries with installation
wizards. Then, we must build OpenCV from a source.NoteThe precompiled version of OpenCV
does not offer support for depth cameras.On Windows, OpenCV 2 offers better support for 32-
bit Python than 64-bit Python; however, with the majority of computers sold today being 64-bit
systems, our instructions will refer to 64-bit. All installers have 32-bit versions available from the
same site as the 64-bit.Some of the following steps refer to editing the system's PATH variable.



This task can be done in the Environment Variables window of Control Panel.On Windows
Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8, click on the Start menu and launch Control Panel. Now, navigate
to System and Security | System | Advanced system settings. Click on the Environment
Variables… button.On Windows XP, click on the Start menu and navigate to Control Panel |
System. Select the Advanced tab. Click on the Environment Variables… button.Now, under
System variables, select Path and click on the Edit… button.Make changes as directed.To apply
the changes, click on all the OK buttons (until we are back in the main window of Control
Panel).Then, log out and log back in (alternatively, reboot).Using binary installers (no support for
depth cameras)You can choose to install Python and its related libraries separately if you prefer;
however, there are Python distributions that come with installers that will set up the entire SciPy
stack (which includes Python and NumPy), which make it very trivial to set up the development
environment.One such distribution is Anaconda Python (downloadable at ). Once the installer is
downloaded, run it and remember to add the path to the Anaconda installation to your PATH
variable following the preceding procedure.Here are the steps to set up Python7, NumPy, SciPy,
and OpenCV:Download and install the 32-bit Python 2.7.9 from .Download and install NumPy
1.6.2 from (note that installing NumPy on Windows 64-bit is a bit tricky due to the lack of a 64-bit
Fortran compiler on Windows, which NumPy depends on. The binary at the preceding link is
unofficial).Download and install SciPy 11.0 from (this is the same as NumPy and these are
community installers).Download the self-extracting ZIP of OpenCV 3.0.0 from . Run this ZIP, and
when prompted, enter a destination folder, which we will refer to as <unzip_destination>. A
subfolder, <unzip_destination>\opencv, is created.Copy <unzip_destination>\opencv\build
\python\2.7\cv2.pyd to C:\Python2.7\Lib\site-packages (assuming that we had installed Python
2.7 to the default location). If you installed Python 2.7 with Anaconda, use the Anaconda
installation folder instead of the default Python installation. Now, the new Python installation can
find OpenCV.A final step is necessary if we want Python scripts to run using the new Python
installation by default. Edit the system's PATH variable and append ;C:\Python2.7 (assuming that
we had installed Python 2.7 to the default location) or your Anaconda installation folder. Remove
any previous Python paths, such as ;C:\Python2.6. Log out and log back in (alternatively,
reboot).Using CMake and compilersWindows does not come with any compilers or CMake. We
need to install them. If we want support for depth cameras, including Kinect, we also need to
install OpenNI and SensorKinect.Let's assume that we have already installed 32-bit Python 2.7,
NumPy, and SciPy either from binaries (as described previously) or from a source. Now, we can
proceed with installing compilers and CMake, optionally installing OpenNI and SensorKinect,
and then building OpenCV from the source:Download and install CMake 3.1.2 from . When
running the installer, select either Add CMake to the system PATH for all users or Add CMake to
the system PATH for current user. Don't worry about the fact that a 64-bit version of CMake is not
available CMake is only a configuration tool and does not perform any compilations itself.
Instead, on Windows, it creates project files that can be opened with Visual Studio.Download
and install Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 (the Desktop edition if you are working on Windows 7)



from .Note that you will need to sign in with your Microsoft account and if you don't have one,
you can create one on the spot. Install the software and reboot after installation is complete.For
MinGW, get the installer from and . When running the installer, make sure that the destination
path does not contain spaces and that the optional C++ compiler is included. Edit the system's
PATH variable and append ;C:\MinGW\bin (assuming that MinGW is installed to the default
location). Reboot the system.Optionally, download and install OpenNI 1.5.4.0 from the links
provided in the GitHub homepage of OpenNI at .You can download and install SensorKinect
0.93 from (32-bit). Alternatively, for 64-bit Python, download the setup from (64-bit). Note that
this repository has been inactive for more than three years.Download the self-extracting ZIP of
OpenCV 3.0.0 from . Run the self-extracting ZIP, and when prompted, enter any destination
folder, which we will refer to as <unzip_destination>. A subfolder, <unzip_destination>\opencv, is
then created.Open Command Prompt and make another folder where our build will go using this
command:> mkdir<build_folder>Change the directory of the build folder:> cd
<build_folder>Now, we are ready to configure our build. To understand all the options, we can
read the code in <unzip_destination>\opencv\CMakeLists.txt. However, for this book's
purposes, we only need to use the options that will give us a release build with Python bindings,
and optionally, depth camera support via OpenNI and SensorKinect.Open CMake (cmake-gui)
and specify the location of the source code of OpenCV and the folder where you would like to
build the library. Click on Configure. Select the project to be generated. In this case, select Visual
Studio 12 (which corresponds to Visual Studio 2013). After CMake has finished configuring the
project, it will output a list of build options. If you see a red background, it means that your project
may need to be reconfigured: CMake might report that it has failed to find some dependencies.
Many of OpenCV's dependencies are optional, so do not be too concerned yet.NoteIf the build
fails to complete or you run into problems later, try installing missing dependencies (often
available as prebuilt binaries), and then rebuild OpenCV from this step.You have the option of
selecting/deselecting build options (according to the libraries you have installed on your
machine) and click on Configure again, until you get a clear background (white).At the end of
this process, you can click on Generate, which will create an OpenCV.sln file in the folder you've
chosen for the build. You can then navigate to <build_folder>/OpenCV.sln and open the file with
Visual Studio 2013, and proceed with building the project, ALL_BUILD. You will need to build
both the Debug and Release versions of OpenCV, so go ahead and build the library in the
Debug mode, then select Release and rebuild it (F7 is the key to launch the build).At this stage,
you will have a bin folder in the OpenCV build directory, which will contain all the generated .dll
files that will allow you to include OpenCV in your projects.Alternatively, for MinGW, run the
following command:> cmake -D:CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=RELEASE -D:WITH_OPENNI=ON -G
"MinGWMakefiles" <unzip_destination>\opencvIf OpenNI is not installed, omit -
D:WITH_OPENNI=ON. (In this case, depth cameras will not be supported.) If OpenNI and
SensorKinect are installed to nondefault locations, modify the command to include -
D:OPENNI_LIB_DIR=<openni_install_destination>\Lib -



D:OPENNI_INCLUDE_DIR=<openni_install_destination>\Include -
D:OPENNI_PRIME_SENSOR_MODULE_BIN_DIR=<sensorkinect_install_destination>\Sensor
\Bin.Alternatively, for MinGW, run this command:> mingw32-makeCopy <build_folder>\lib
\Release\cv2.pyd (from a Visual Studio build) or <build_folder>\lib\cv2.pyd (from a MinGW build)
to <python_installation_folder>\site-packages.Finally, edit the system's PATH variable and
append ;<build_folder>/bin/Release (for a Visual Studio build) or ;<build_folder>/bin (for a
MinGW build). Reboot your system.Installing on OS XSome versions of Mac used to come with
a version of Python 2.7 preinstalled that were customized by Apple for a system's internal needs.
However, this has changed and the standard version of OS X ships with a standard installation
of Python. On , you can also find a universal binary that is compatible with both the new Intel
systems and the legacy PowerPC.NoteYou can obtain this installer at (refer to the Mac OS X 32-
bit PPC or the Mac OS X 64-bit Intel links). Installing Python from the downloaded .dmg file will
simply overwrite your current system installation of Python.For Mac, there are several possible
approaches for obtaining standard Python 2.7, NumPy, SciPy, and OpenCV. All approaches
ultimately require OpenCV to be compiled from a source using Xcode Developer Tools.
However, depending on the approach, this task is automated for us in various ways by third-
party tools. We will look at these kinds of approaches using MacPorts or Homebrew. These tools
can potentially do everything that CMake can, plus they help us resolve dependencies and
separate our development libraries from system libraries.TipI recommend MacPorts, especially if
you want to compile OpenCV with depth camera support via OpenNI and SensorKinect.
Relevant patches and build scripts, including some that I maintain, are ready-made for
MacPorts. By contrast, Homebrew does not currently provide a ready-made solution to compile
OpenCV with depth camera support.Before proceeding, let's make sure that the Xcode
Developer Tools are properly set up:Download and install Xcode from the Mac App Store or .
During installation, if there is an option to install Command Line Tools, select it.Open Xcode and
accept the license agreement.A final step is necessary if the installer does not give us the option
to install Command Line Tools. Navigate to Xcode | Preferences | Downloads, and click on the
Install button next to Command Line Tools. Wait for the installation to finish and quit
Xcode.Alternatively, you can install Xcode command-line tools by running the following
command (in the terminal):$ xcode-select –installNow, we have the required compilers for any
approach.Using MacPorts with ready-made packagesWe can use the MacPorts package
manager to help us set up Python 2.7, NumPy, and OpenCV. MacPorts provides terminal
commands that automate the process of downloading, compiling, and installing various pieces
of open source software (OSS). MacPorts also installs dependencies as needed. For each piece
of software, the dependencies and build recipes are defined in a configuration file called a
Portfile. A MacPorts repository is a collection of Portfiles.Starting from a system where Xcode
and its command-line tools are already set up, the following steps will give us an OpenCV
installation via MacPorts:Download and install MacPorts from .If you want support for the Kinect
depth camera, you need to tell MacPorts where to download the custom Portfiles that I have



written. To do so, edit /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf (assuming that MacPorts is installed
to the default location). Just above the line, rsync://rsync.macports.org/release/ports/ [default],
add the following line:http://nummist.com/opencv/ports.tar.gzSave the file. Now, MacPorts
knows that it has to search for Portfiles in my online repository first, and then the default online
repository.Open the terminal and run the following command to update MacPorts:$ sudo port
selfupdateWhen prompted, enter your password.Now (if we are using my repository), run the
following command to install OpenCV with Python 2.7 bindings and support for depth cameras,
including Kinect:$ sudo port install opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinectAlternatively (with
or without my repository), run the following command to install OpenCV with Python 2.7 bindings
and support for depth cameras, excluding Kinect:$ sudo port install opencv +python27
+openniNoteDependencies, including Python 2.7, NumPy, OpenNI, and (in the first example)
SensorKinect, are automatically installed as well.By adding +python27 to the command, we
specify that we want the opencv variant (build configuration) with Python 2.7 bindings. Similarly,
+openni_sensorkinect specifies the variant with the broadest possible support for depth
cameras via OpenNI and SensorKinect. You may omit +openni_sensorkinect if you do not intend
to use depth cameras, or you may replace it with +openni if you do intend to use OpenNI-
compatible depth cameras but just not Kinect. To see the full list of the available variants before
installing, we can enter the following command:$ port variants opencvDepending on our
customization needs, we can add other variants to the install command. For even more flexibility,
we can write our own variants (as described in the next section).Also, run the following
command to install SciPy:$ sudo port install py27-scipyThe Python installation's executable is
named python2.7. If we want to link the default python executable to python2.7, let's also run this
command:$ sudo port install python_select$ sudo port select python python27Using MacPorts
with your own custom packagesWith a few extra steps, we can change the way that MacPorts
compiles OpenCV or any other piece of software. As previously mentioned, MacPorts' build
recipes are defined in configuration files called Portfiles. By creating or editing Portfiles, we can
access highly configurable build tools, such as CMake, while also benefitting from MacPorts'
features, such as dependency resolution.Let's assume that we already have MacPorts installed.
Now, we can configure MacPorts to use the custom Portfiles that we write:Create a folder
somewhere to hold our custom Portfiles. We will refer to this folder as <local_repository>.Edit
the /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf file (assuming that MacPorts is installed to the default
location). Just above the rsync://rsync.macports.org/release/ports/ [default] line, add this
line:file://<local_repository>For example, if <local_repository> is /Users/Joe/Portfiles, add the
following line:file:///Users/Joe/PortfilesNote the triple slashes and save the file. Now, MacPorts
knows that it has to search for Portfiles in <local_repository> first, and then, its default online
repository.Open the terminal and update MacPorts to ensure that we have the latest Portfiles
from the default repository:$ sudo port selfupdateLet's copy the default repository's opencv
Portfile as an example. We should also copy the directory structure, which determines how the
package is categorized by MacPorts:$ mkdir <local_repository>/graphics/$ cp /opt/local/var/



macports/sources/rsync.macports.org/release/ports/graphics/opencv <local_repository>/
graphicsAlternatively, for an example that includes Kinect support, we could download my online
repository from , unzip it, and copy its entire graphics folder into <local_repository>:$ cp
<unzip_destination>/graphics <local_repository>Edit <local_repository>/graphics/opencv/
Portfile. Note that this file specifies the CMake configuration flags, dependencies, and variants.
For details on the Portfile editing, go to .To see which CMake configuration flags are relevant to
OpenCV, we need to look at its source code. Download the source code archive from , unzip it to
any location, and read <unzip_destination>/OpenCV-3.0.0/CMakeLists.txt.After making any
edits to the Portfile, save it.Now, we need to generate an index file in our local repository so that
MacPorts can find the new Portfile:$ cd <local_repository>$ portindexFrom now on, we can treat
our custom opencv file just like any other MacPorts package. For example, we can install it as
follows:$ sudo port install opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinectNote that our local
repository's Portfile takes precedence over the default repository's Portfile because of the order
in which they are listed in /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf.Using Homebrew with ready-
made packages (no support for depth cameras)Homebrew is another package manager that
can help us. Normally, MacPorts and Homebrew should not be installed on the same
machine.Starting from a system where Xcode and its command-line tools are already set up, the
following steps will give us an OpenCV installation via Homebrew:Open the terminal and run the
following command to install Homebrew:$ ruby -e "$(curl -fsSkLraw.github.com/mxcl/homebrew/
go)"Unlike MacPorts, Homebrew does not automatically put its executables in PATH. To do so,
create or edit the ~/.profile file and add this line at the top of the code:export PATH=/usr/local/
bin:/usr/local/sbin:$PATHSave the file and run this command to refresh PATH:$ source
~/.profileNote that executables installed by Homebrew now take precedence over executables
installed by the system.For Homebrew's self-diagnostic report, run the following command:$
brew doctorFollow any troubleshooting advice it gives.Now, update Homebrew:$ brew
updateRun the following command to install Python 2.7:$ brew install pythonNow, we can install
NumPy. Homebrew's selection of the Python library packages is limited, so we use a separate
package management tool called pip, which comes with Homebrew's Python:$ pip install
numpySciPy contains some Fortran code, so we need an appropriate compiler. We can use
Homebrew to install the gfortran compiler:$ brew install gfortranNow, we can install SciPy:$ pip
install scipyTo install OpenCV on a 64-bit system (all new Mac hardware since late 2006), run
the following command:$ brew install opencvTipDownloading the example codeYou can
download the example code files for all Packt Publishing books that you have purchased from
your account at . If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit and register to have the
files e-mailed directly to you.Using Homebrew with your own custom packagesHomebrew
makes it easy to edit existing package definitions:$ brew edit opencvThe package definitions are
actually scripts in the Ruby programming language. Tips on editing them can be found on the
Homebrew Wiki page at . A script may specify Make or CMake configuration flags, among other
things.To see which CMake configuration flags are relevant to OpenCV, we need to look at its



source code. Download the source code archive from , unzip it to any location, and read
<unzip_destination>/OpenCV-2.4.3/CMakeLists.txt.After making edits to the Ruby script, save
it.The customized package can be treated as normal. For example, it can be installed as follows:
$ brew install opencvInstallation on Ubuntu and its derivativesFirst and foremost, here is a quick
note on Ubuntu's versions of an operating system: Ubuntu has a 6-month release cycle in which
each release is either a .04 or a .10 minor version of a major version (14 at the time of writing).
Every two years, however, Ubuntu releases a version classified as long-term support (LTS)
which will grant you a five year support by Canonical (the company behind Ubuntu). If you work
in an enterprise environment, it is certainly advisable to install one of the LTS versions. The latest
one available is 14.04.Ubuntu comes with Python 2.7 preinstalled. The standard Ubuntu
repository contains OpenCV 2.4.9 packages without support for depth cameras. At the time of
writing this, OpenCV 3 is not yet available through the Ubuntu repositories, so we will have to
build it from source. Fortunately, the vast majority of Unix-like and Linux systems come with all
the necessary software to build a project from scratch already installed. When built from source,
OpenCV can support depth cameras via OpenNI and SensorKinect, which are available as
precompiled binaries with installation scripts.Using the Ubuntu repository (no support for depth
cameras)We can install Python and all its necessary dependencies using the apt package
manager, by running the following commands:> sudo apt-get install build-essential> sudo apt-
get install cmake git libgtk2.0-dev pkg-config libavcodec-dev libavformat-dev libswscale-dev>
sudo apt-get install python-dev python-numpy libtbb2 libtbb-dev libjpeg-dev libpng-dev libtiff-dev
libjasper-dev libdc1394-22-devEquivalently, we could have used Ubuntu Software Center, which
is the apt package manager's graphical frontend.Building OpenCV from a sourceNow that we
have the entire Python stack and cmake installed, we can build OpenCV. First, we need to
download the source code from .Extract the archive and move it into the unzipped folder in a
terminal.Then, run the following commands:> mkdir build> cd build> cmake -D
CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -D CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..> make> make
installAfter the installation terminates, you might want to look at OpenCV's Python samples in
<opencv_folder>/opencv/samples/python and <script_folder>/opencv/samples/
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your login credentials for immediate access.PrefaceOpenCV 3 is a state-of-the-art computer
vision library that is used for a variety of image and video processing operations. Some of the
more spectacular and futuristic features, such as face recognition or object tracking, are easily
achievable with OpenCV 3. Learning the basic concepts behind computer vision algorithms,
models, and OpenCV's API will enable the development of all sorts of real-world applications,
including security and surveillance tools.Starting with basic image processing operations, this
book will take you through a journey that explores advanced computer vision concepts.
Computer vision is a rapidly evolving science whose applications in the real world are exploding,
so this book will appeal to computer vision novices as well as experts of the subject who want to
learn about the brand new OpenCV 3.0.0.What this book coversChapter 1, Setting Up OpenCV,
explains how to set up OpenCV 3 with Python on different platforms. It will also troubleshoot
common problems.Chapter 2, Handling Files, Cameras, and GUIs, introduces OpenCV's I/O



functionalities. It will also discuss the concept of a project and the beginnings of an object-
oriented design for this project.Chapter 3, Processing Images with OpenCV 3, presents some
techniques required to alter images, such as detecting skin tone in an image, sharpening an
image, marking contours of subjects, and detecting crosswalks using a line segment
detector.Chapter 4, Depth Estimation and Segmentation, shows you how to use data from a
depth camera to identify foreground and background regions, such that we can limit an effect to
only the foreground or background.Chapter 5, Detecting and Recognizing Faces, introduces
some of OpenCV's face detection functionalities, along with the data files that define particular
types of trackable objects.Chapter 6, Retrieving Images and Searching Using Image
Descriptors, shows how to detect the features of an image with the help of OpenCV and make
use of them to match and search for images.Chapter 7, Detecting and Recognizing Objects,
introduces the concept of detecting and recognizing objects, which is one of the most common
challenges in computer vision.Chapter 8, Tracking Objects, explores the vast topic of object
tracking, which is the process of locating a moving object in a movie or video feed with the help
of a camera.Chapter 9, Neural Networks with OpenCV – an Introduction, introduces you to
Artificial Neural Networks in OpenCV and illustrates their usage in a real-life
application.PrefaceOpenCV 3 is a state-of-the-art computer vision library that is used for a
variety of image and video processing operations. Some of the more spectacular and futuristic
features, such as face recognition or object tracking, are easily achievable with OpenCV 3.
Learning the basic concepts behind computer vision algorithms, models, and OpenCV's API will
enable the development of all sorts of real-world applications, including security and
surveillance tools.Starting with basic image processing operations, this book will take you
through a journey that explores advanced computer vision concepts. Computer vision is a
rapidly evolving science whose applications in the real world are exploding, so this book will
appeal to computer vision novices as well as experts of the subject who want to learn about the
brand new OpenCV 3.0.0.What this book coversChapter 1, Setting Up OpenCV, explains how to
set up OpenCV 3 with Python on different platforms. It will also troubleshoot common
problems.Chapter 2, Handling Files, Cameras, and GUIs, introduces OpenCV's I/O
functionalities. It will also discuss the concept of a project and the beginnings of an object-
oriented design for this project.Chapter 3, Processing Images with OpenCV 3, presents some
techniques required to alter images, such as detecting skin tone in an image, sharpening an
image, marking contours of subjects, and detecting crosswalks using a line segment
detector.Chapter 4, Depth Estimation and Segmentation, shows you how to use data from a
depth camera to identify foreground and background regions, such that we can limit an effect to
only the foreground or background.Chapter 5, Detecting and Recognizing Faces, introduces
some of OpenCV's face detection functionalities, along with the data files that define particular
types of trackable objects.Chapter 6, Retrieving Images and Searching Using Image
Descriptors, shows how to detect the features of an image with the help of OpenCV and make
use of them to match and search for images.Chapter 7, Detecting and Recognizing Objects,



introduces the concept of detecting and recognizing objects, which is one of the most common
challenges in computer vision.Chapter 8, Tracking Objects, explores the vast topic of object
tracking, which is the process of locating a moving object in a movie or video feed with the help
of a camera.Chapter 9, Neural Networks with OpenCV – an Introduction, introduces you to
Artificial Neural Networks in OpenCV and illustrates their usage in a real-life application.What
you need for this bookYou simply need a relatively recent computer, as the first chapter will
guide you through the installation of all the necessary software. A webcam is highly
recommended, but not necessary.What you need for this bookYou simply need a relatively
recent computer, as the first chapter will guide you through the installation of all the necessary
software. A webcam is highly recommended, but not necessary.Who this book is forThis book is
aimed at programmers with working knowledge of Python as well as people who want to explore
the topic of computer vision using the OpenCV library. No previous experience of computer
vision or OpenCV is required. Programming experience is recommended.Who this book is
forThis book is aimed at programmers with working knowledge of Python as well as people who
want to explore the topic of computer vision using the OpenCV library. No previous experience of
computer vision or OpenCV is required. Programming experience is
recommended.ConventionsIn this book, you will find a number of text styles that distinguish
between different kinds of information. Here are some examples of these styles and an
explanation of their meaning.Code words in text, database table names, folder names,
filenames, file extensions, pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles are shown
as follows: "We can include other contexts through the use of the include directive."A block of
code is set as follows:import cv2import numpy as npimg = cv2.imread('images/
chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray =
np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)When we wish to draw your attention to
a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines or items are set in bold:img =
cv2.imread('images/chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray
= np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)Any command-line input or output is
written as follows:mkdir build && cd buildcmake -D CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -
DOPENCV_EXTRA_MODULES_PATH=<opencv_contrib>/modules -D
CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..makeNew terms and important words are shown in bold.
Words that you see on the screen, for example, in menus or dialog boxes, appear in the text like
this: " On Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8, click on the Start menu."NoteWarnings or
important notes appear in a box like this.TipTips and tricks appear like this.ConventionsIn this
book, you will find a number of text styles that distinguish between different kinds of information.
Here are some examples of these styles and an explanation of their meaning.Code words in
text, database table names, folder names, filenames, file extensions, pathnames, dummy URLs,
user input, and Twitter handles are shown as follows: "We can include other contexts through the
use of the include directive."A block of code is set as follows:import cv2import numpy as npimg
= cv2.imread('images/chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img,



cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray = np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)import
cv2import numpy as npimg = cv2.imread('images/chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img,
cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray = np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)When
we wish to draw your attention to a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines or items are
set in bold:img = cv2.imread('images/chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img,
cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray = np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)img =
cv2.imread('images/chess_board.png')gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)gray
= np.float32(gray)dst = cv2.cornerHarris(gray, 2, 23, 0.04)Any command-line input or output is
written as follows:mkdir build && cd buildcmake -D CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -
DOPENCV_EXTRA_MODULES_PATH=<opencv_contrib>/modules -D
CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..makemkdir build && cd buildcmake -D
CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -DOPENCV_EXTRA_MODULES_PATH=<opencv_contrib>/
modules -D CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..makeNew terms and important words are
shown in bold. Words that you see on the screen, for example, in menus or dialog boxes, appear
in the text like this: " On Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8, click on the Start
menu."NoteWarnings or important notes appear in a box like this.NoteWarnings or important
notes appear in a box like this.TipTips and tricks appear like this.TipTips and tricks appear like
this.Reader feedbackFeedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think
about this book—what you liked or disliked. Reader feedback is important for us as it helps us
develop titles that you will really get the most out of.To send us general feedback, simply e-mail
<feedback@packtpub.com>, and mention the book's title in the subject of your message.If there
is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or contributing to a
book, see our author guide at .Reader feedbackFeedback from our readers is always welcome.
Let us know what you think about this book—what you liked or disliked. Reader feedback is
important for us as it helps us develop titles that you will really get the most out of.To send us
general feedback, simply e-mail <feedback@packtpub.com>, and mention the book's title in the
subject of your message.If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in
either writing or contributing to a book, see our author guide at .Customer supportNow that you
are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help you to get the most
from your purchase.Downloading the example codeYou can download the example code files
from your account at for all the Packt Publishing books you have purchased. If you purchased
this book elsewhere, you can visit and register to have the files e-mailed directly to
you.ErrataAlthough we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes
do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the code—
we would be grateful if you could report this to us. By doing so, you can save other readers from
frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any errata, please
report them by visiting , selecting your book, clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and
entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be
accepted and the errata will be uploaded to our website or added to any list of existing errata



under the Errata section of that title.To view the previously submitted errata, go to and enter the
name of the book in the search field. The required information will appear under the Errata
section.PiracyPiracy of copyrighted material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all
media. At Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come
across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the Internet, please provide us with the
location address or website name immediately so that we can pursue a remedy.Please contact
us at <copyright@packtpub.com> with a link to the suspected pirated material.We appreciate
your help in protecting our authors and our ability to bring you valuable content.QuestionsIf you
have a problem with any aspect of this book, you can contact us at <questions@packtpub.com>,
and we will do our best to address the problem.Customer supportNow that you are the proud
owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help you to get the most from your
purchase.Downloading the example codeYou can download the example code files from your
account at for all the Packt Publishing books you have purchased. If you purchased this book
elsewhere, you can visit and register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.ErrataAlthough we
have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do happen. If you find a
mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the code—we would be grateful if
you could report this to us. By doing so, you can save other readers from frustration and help us
improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any errata, please report them by visiting ,
selecting your book, clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details of your
errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata will be
uploaded to our website or added to any list of existing errata under the Errata section of that
title.To view the previously submitted errata, go to and enter the name of the book in the search
field. The required information will appear under the Errata section.PiracyPiracy of copyrighted
material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media. At Packt, we take the protection
of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come across any illegal copies of our works in
any form on the Internet, please provide us with the location address or website name
immediately so that we can pursue a remedy.Please contact us at <copyright@packtpub.com>
with a link to the suspected pirated material.We appreciate your help in protecting our authors
and our ability to bring you valuable content.QuestionsIf you have a problem with any aspect of
this book, you can contact us at <questions@packtpub.com>, and we will do our best to address
the problem.Chapter 1. Setting Up OpenCVYou picked up this book so you may already have an
idea of what OpenCV is. Maybe, you heard of Sci-Fi-sounding features, such as face detection,
and got intrigued. If this is the case, you've made the perfect choice. OpenCV stands for Open
Source Computer Vision. It is a free computer vision library that allows you to manipulate images
and videos to accomplish a variety of tasks from displaying the feed of a webcam to potentially
teaching a robot to recognize real-life objects.In this book, you will learn to leverage the
immense potential of OpenCV with the Python programming language. Python is an elegant
language with a relatively shallow learning curve and very powerful features. This chapter is a
quick guide to setting up Python 2.7, OpenCV, and other related libraries. After setup, we also



look at OpenCV's Python sample scripts and documentation.NoteIf you wish to skip the
installation process and jump right into action, you can download the virtual machine (VM) I've
made available at .This file is compatible with VirtualBox, a free-to-use virtualization application
that lets you build and run VMs. The VM I've built is based on Ubuntu Linux 14.04 and has all the
necessary software installed so that you can start coding right away.This VM requires at least 2
GB of RAM to run smoothly, so make sure that you allocate at least 2 (but, ideally, more than 4)
GB of RAM to the VM, which means that your host machine will need at least 6 GB of RAM to
sustain it.The following related libraries are covered in this chapter:NumPy: This library is a
dependency of OpenCV's Python bindings. It provides numeric computing functionality,
including efficient arrays.SciPy: This library is a scientific computing library that is closely related
to NumPy. It is not required by OpenCV, but it is useful for manipulating data in OpenCV
images.OpenNI: This library is an optional dependency of OpenCV. It adds the support for
certain depth cameras, such as Asus XtionPRO.SensorKinect: This library is an OpenNI plugin
and optional dependency of OpenCV. It adds support for the Microsoft Kinect depth camera.For
this book's purposes, OpenNI and SensorKinect can be considered optional. They are used
throughout Chapter 4, Depth Estimation and Segmentation, but are not used in the other
chapters or appendices.NoteThis book focuses on OpenCV 3, the new major release of the
OpenCV library. All additional information about OpenCV is available at , and its documentation
is available at .Choosing and using the right setup toolsWe are free to choose various setup
tools, depending on our operating system and how much configuration we want to do. Let's take
an overview of the tools for Windows, Mac, Ubuntu, and other Unix-like systems.Installation on
WindowsWindows does not come with Python preinstalled. However, installation wizards are
available for precompiled Python, NumPy, SciPy, and OpenCV. Alternatively, we can build from a
source. OpenCV's build system uses CMake for configuration and either Visual Studio or
MinGW for compilation.If we want support for depth cameras, including Kinect, we should first
install OpenNI and SensorKinect, which are available as precompiled binaries with installation
wizards. Then, we must build OpenCV from a source.NoteThe precompiled version of OpenCV
does not offer support for depth cameras.On Windows, OpenCV 2 offers better support for 32-
bit Python than 64-bit Python; however, with the majority of computers sold today being 64-bit
systems, our instructions will refer to 64-bit. All installers have 32-bit versions available from the
same site as the 64-bit.Some of the following steps refer to editing the system's PATH variable.
This task can be done in the Environment Variables window of Control Panel.On Windows
Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8, click on the Start menu and launch Control Panel. Now, navigate
to System and Security | System | Advanced system settings. Click on the Environment
Variables… button.On Windows XP, click on the Start menu and navigate to Control Panel |
System. Select the Advanced tab. Click on the Environment Variables… button.Now, under
System variables, select Path and click on the Edit… button.Make changes as directed.To apply
the changes, click on all the OK buttons (until we are back in the main window of Control
Panel).Then, log out and log back in (alternatively, reboot).Using binary installers (no support for



depth cameras)You can choose to install Python and its related libraries separately if you prefer;
however, there are Python distributions that come with installers that will set up the entire SciPy
stack (which includes Python and NumPy), which make it very trivial to set up the development
environment.One such distribution is Anaconda Python (downloadable at ). Once the installer is
downloaded, run it and remember to add the path to the Anaconda installation to your PATH
variable following the preceding procedure.Here are the steps to set up Python7, NumPy, SciPy,
and OpenCV:Download and install the 32-bit Python 2.7.9 from .Download and install NumPy
1.6.2 from (note that installing NumPy on Windows 64-bit is a bit tricky due to the lack of a 64-bit
Fortran compiler on Windows, which NumPy depends on. The binary at the preceding link is
unofficial).Download and install SciPy 11.0 from (this is the same as NumPy and these are
community installers).Download the self-extracting ZIP of OpenCV 3.0.0 from . Run this ZIP, and
when prompted, enter a destination folder, which we will refer to as <unzip_destination>. A
subfolder, <unzip_destination>\opencv, is created.Copy <unzip_destination>\opencv\build
\python\2.7\cv2.pyd to C:\Python2.7\Lib\site-packages (assuming that we had installed Python
2.7 to the default location). If you installed Python 2.7 with Anaconda, use the Anaconda
installation folder instead of the default Python installation. Now, the new Python installation can
find OpenCV.A final step is necessary if we want Python scripts to run using the new Python
installation by default. Edit the system's PATH variable and append ;C:\Python2.7 (assuming that
we had installed Python 2.7 to the default location) or your Anaconda installation folder. Remove
any previous Python paths, such as ;C:\Python2.6. Log out and log back in (alternatively,
reboot).Using CMake and compilersWindows does not come with any compilers or CMake. We
need to install them. If we want support for depth cameras, including Kinect, we also need to
install OpenNI and SensorKinect.Let's assume that we have already installed 32-bit Python 2.7,
NumPy, and SciPy either from binaries (as described previously) or from a source. Now, we can
proceed with installing compilers and CMake, optionally installing OpenNI and SensorKinect,
and then building OpenCV from the source:Download and install CMake 3.1.2 from . When
running the installer, select either Add CMake to the system PATH for all users or Add CMake to
the system PATH for current user. Don't worry about the fact that a 64-bit version of CMake is not
available CMake is only a configuration tool and does not perform any compilations itself.
Instead, on Windows, it creates project files that can be opened with Visual Studio.Download
and install Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 (the Desktop edition if you are working on Windows 7)
from .Note that you will need to sign in with your Microsoft account and if you don't have one,
you can create one on the spot. Install the software and reboot after installation is complete.For
MinGW, get the installer from and . When running the installer, make sure that the destination
path does not contain spaces and that the optional C++ compiler is included. Edit the system's
PATH variable and append ;C:\MinGW\bin (assuming that MinGW is installed to the default
location). Reboot the system.Optionally, download and install OpenNI 1.5.4.0 from the links
provided in the GitHub homepage of OpenNI at .You can download and install SensorKinect
0.93 from (32-bit). Alternatively, for 64-bit Python, download the setup from (64-bit). Note that



this repository has been inactive for more than three years.Download the self-extracting ZIP of
OpenCV 3.0.0 from . Run the self-extracting ZIP, and when prompted, enter any destination
folder, which we will refer to as <unzip_destination>. A subfolder, <unzip_destination>\opencv, is
then created.Open Command Prompt and make another folder where our build will go using this
command:> mkdir<build_folder>Change the directory of the build folder:> cd
<build_folder>Now, we are ready to configure our build. To understand all the options, we can
read the code in <unzip_destination>\opencv\CMakeLists.txt. However, for this book's
purposes, we only need to use the options that will give us a release build with Python bindings,
and optionally, depth camera support via OpenNI and SensorKinect.Open CMake (cmake-gui)
and specify the location of the source code of OpenCV and the folder where you would like to
build the library. Click on Configure. Select the project to be generated. In this case, select Visual
Studio 12 (which corresponds to Visual Studio 2013). After CMake has finished configuring the
project, it will output a list of build options. If you see a red background, it means that your project
may need to be reconfigured: CMake might report that it has failed to find some dependencies.
Many of OpenCV's dependencies are optional, so do not be too concerned yet.NoteIf the build
fails to complete or you run into problems later, try installing missing dependencies (often
available as prebuilt binaries), and then rebuild OpenCV from this step.You have the option of
selecting/deselecting build options (according to the libraries you have installed on your
machine) and click on Configure again, until you get a clear background (white).At the end of
this process, you can click on Generate, which will create an OpenCV.sln file in the folder you've
chosen for the build. You can then navigate to <build_folder>/OpenCV.sln and open the file with
Visual Studio 2013, and proceed with building the project, ALL_BUILD. You will need to build
both the Debug and Release versions of OpenCV, so go ahead and build the library in the
Debug mode, then select Release and rebuild it (F7 is the key to launch the build).At this stage,
you will have a bin folder in the OpenCV build directory, which will contain all the generated .dll
files that will allow you to include OpenCV in your projects.Alternatively, for MinGW, run the
following command:> cmake -D:CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=RELEASE -D:WITH_OPENNI=ON -G
"MinGWMakefiles" <unzip_destination>\opencvIf OpenNI is not installed, omit -
D:WITH_OPENNI=ON. (In this case, depth cameras will not be supported.) If OpenNI and
SensorKinect are installed to nondefault locations, modify the command to include -
D:OPENNI_LIB_DIR=<openni_install_destination>\Lib -
D:OPENNI_INCLUDE_DIR=<openni_install_destination>\Include -
D:OPENNI_PRIME_SENSOR_MODULE_BIN_DIR=<sensorkinect_install_destination>\Sensor
\Bin.Alternatively, for MinGW, run this command:> mingw32-makeCopy <build_folder>\lib
\Release\cv2.pyd (from a Visual Studio build) or <build_folder>\lib\cv2.pyd (from a MinGW build)
to <python_installation_folder>\site-packages.Finally, edit the system's PATH variable and
append ;<build_folder>/bin/Release (for a Visual Studio build) or ;<build_folder>/bin (for a
MinGW build). Reboot your system.Installing on OS XSome versions of Mac used to come with
a version of Python 2.7 preinstalled that were customized by Apple for a system's internal needs.



However, this has changed and the standard version of OS X ships with a standard installation
of Python. On , you can also find a universal binary that is compatible with both the new Intel
systems and the legacy PowerPC.NoteYou can obtain this installer at (refer to the Mac OS X 32-
bit PPC or the Mac OS X 64-bit Intel links). Installing Python from the downloaded .dmg file will
simply overwrite your current system installation of Python.For Mac, there are several possible
approaches for obtaining standard Python 2.7, NumPy, SciPy, and OpenCV. All approaches
ultimately require OpenCV to be compiled from a source using Xcode Developer Tools.
However, depending on the approach, this task is automated for us in various ways by third-
party tools. We will look at these kinds of approaches using MacPorts or Homebrew. These tools
can potentially do everything that CMake can, plus they help us resolve dependencies and
separate our development libraries from system libraries.TipI recommend MacPorts, especially if
you want to compile OpenCV with depth camera support via OpenNI and SensorKinect.
Relevant patches and build scripts, including some that I maintain, are ready-made for
MacPorts. By contrast, Homebrew does not currently provide a ready-made solution to compile
OpenCV with depth camera support.Before proceeding, let's make sure that the Xcode
Developer Tools are properly set up:Download and install Xcode from the Mac App Store or .
During installation, if there is an option to install Command Line Tools, select it.Open Xcode and
accept the license agreement.A final step is necessary if the installer does not give us the option
to install Command Line Tools. Navigate to Xcode | Preferences | Downloads, and click on the
Install button next to Command Line Tools. Wait for the installation to finish and quit
Xcode.Alternatively, you can install Xcode command-line tools by running the following
command (in the terminal):$ xcode-select –installNow, we have the required compilers for any
approach.Using MacPorts with ready-made packagesWe can use the MacPorts package
manager to help us set up Python 2.7, NumPy, and OpenCV. MacPorts provides terminal
commands that automate the process of downloading, compiling, and installing various pieces
of open source software (OSS). MacPorts also installs dependencies as needed. For each piece
of software, the dependencies and build recipes are defined in a configuration file called a
Portfile. A MacPorts repository is a collection of Portfiles.Starting from a system where Xcode
and its command-line tools are already set up, the following steps will give us an OpenCV
installation via MacPorts:Download and install MacPorts from .If you want support for the Kinect
depth camera, you need to tell MacPorts where to download the custom Portfiles that I have
written. To do so, edit /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf (assuming that MacPorts is installed
to the default location). Just above the line, rsync://rsync.macports.org/release/ports/ [default],
add the following line:http://nummist.com/opencv/ports.tar.gzSave the file. Now, MacPorts
knows that it has to search for Portfiles in my online repository first, and then the default online
repository.Open the terminal and run the following command to update MacPorts:$ sudo port
selfupdateWhen prompted, enter your password.Now (if we are using my repository), run the
following command to install OpenCV with Python 2.7 bindings and support for depth cameras,
including Kinect:$ sudo port install opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinectAlternatively (with



or without my repository), run the following command to install OpenCV with Python 2.7 bindings
and support for depth cameras, excluding Kinect:$ sudo port install opencv +python27
+openniNoteDependencies, including Python 2.7, NumPy, OpenNI, and (in the first example)
SensorKinect, are automatically installed as well.By adding +python27 to the command, we
specify that we want the opencv variant (build configuration) with Python 2.7 bindings. Similarly,
+openni_sensorkinect specifies the variant with the broadest possible support for depth
cameras via OpenNI and SensorKinect. You may omit +openni_sensorkinect if you do not intend
to use depth cameras, or you may replace it with +openni if you do intend to use OpenNI-
compatible depth cameras but just not Kinect. To see the full list of the available variants before
installing, we can enter the following command:$ port variants opencvDepending on our
customization needs, we can add other variants to the install command. For even more flexibility,
we can write our own variants (as described in the next section).Also, run the following
command to install SciPy:$ sudo port install py27-scipyThe Python installation's executable is
named python2.7. If we want to link the default python executable to python2.7, let's also run this
command:$ sudo port install python_select$ sudo port select python python27Using MacPorts
with your own custom packagesWith a few extra steps, we can change the way that MacPorts
compiles OpenCV or any other piece of software. As previously mentioned, MacPorts' build
recipes are defined in configuration files called Portfiles. By creating or editing Portfiles, we can
access highly configurable build tools, such as CMake, while also benefitting from MacPorts'
features, such as dependency resolution.Let's assume that we already have MacPorts installed.
Now, we can configure MacPorts to use the custom Portfiles that we write:Create a folder
somewhere to hold our custom Portfiles. We will refer to this folder as <local_repository>.Edit
the /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf file (assuming that MacPorts is installed to the default
location). Just above the rsync://rsync.macports.org/release/ports/ [default] line, add this
line:file://<local_repository>For example, if <local_repository> is /Users/Joe/Portfiles, add the
following line:file:///Users/Joe/PortfilesNote the triple slashes and save the file. Now, MacPorts
knows that it has to search for Portfiles in <local_repository> first, and then, its default online
repository.Open the terminal and update MacPorts to ensure that we have the latest Portfiles
from the default repository:$ sudo port selfupdateLet's copy the default repository's opencv
Portfile as an example. We should also copy the directory structure, which determines how the
package is categorized by MacPorts:$ mkdir <local_repository>/graphics/$ cp /opt/local/var/
macports/sources/rsync.macports.org/release/ports/graphics/opencv <local_repository>/
graphicsAlternatively, for an example that includes Kinect support, we could download my online
repository from , unzip it, and copy its entire graphics folder into <local_repository>:$ cp
<unzip_destination>/graphics <local_repository>Edit <local_repository>/graphics/opencv/
Portfile. Note that this file specifies the CMake configuration flags, dependencies, and variants.
For details on the Portfile editing, go to .To see which CMake configuration flags are relevant to
OpenCV, we need to look at its source code. Download the source code archive from , unzip it to
any location, and read <unzip_destination>/OpenCV-3.0.0/CMakeLists.txt.After making any



edits to the Portfile, save it.Now, we need to generate an index file in our local repository so that
MacPorts can find the new Portfile:$ cd <local_repository>$ portindexFrom now on, we can treat
our custom opencv file just like any other MacPorts package. For example, we can install it as
follows:$ sudo port install opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinectNote that our local
repository's Portfile takes precedence over the default repository's Portfile because of the order
in which they are listed in /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf.Using Homebrew with ready-
made packages (no support for depth cameras)Homebrew is another package manager that
can help us. Normally, MacPorts and Homebrew should not be installed on the same
machine.Starting from a system where Xcode and its command-line tools are already set up, the
following steps will give us an OpenCV installation via Homebrew:Open the terminal and run the
following command to install Homebrew:$ ruby -e "$(curl -fsSkLraw.github.com/mxcl/homebrew/
go)"Unlike MacPorts, Homebrew does not automatically put its executables in PATH. To do so,
create or edit the ~/.profile file and add this line at the top of the code:export PATH=/usr/local/
bin:/usr/local/sbin:$PATHSave the file and run this command to refresh PATH:$ source
~/.profileNote that executables installed by Homebrew now take precedence over executables
installed by the system.For Homebrew's self-diagnostic report, run the following command:$
brew doctorFollow any troubleshooting advice it gives.Now, update Homebrew:$ brew
updateRun the following command to install Python 2.7:$ brew install pythonNow, we can install
NumPy. Homebrew's selection of the Python library packages is limited, so we use a separate
package management tool called pip, which comes with Homebrew's Python:$ pip install
numpySciPy contains some Fortran code, so we need an appropriate compiler. We can use
Homebrew to install the gfortran compiler:$ brew install gfortranNow, we can install SciPy:$ pip
install scipyTo install OpenCV on a 64-bit system (all new Mac hardware since late 2006), run
the following command:$ brew install opencvTipDownloading the example codeYou can
download the example code files for all Packt Publishing books that you have purchased from
your account at . If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit and register to have the
files e-mailed directly to you.Using Homebrew with your own custom packagesHomebrew
makes it easy to edit existing package definitions:$ brew edit opencvThe package definitions are
actually scripts in the Ruby programming language. Tips on editing them can be found on the
Homebrew Wiki page at . A script may specify Make or CMake configuration flags, among other
things.To see which CMake configuration flags are relevant to OpenCV, we need to look at its
source code. Download the source code archive from , unzip it to any location, and read
<unzip_destination>/OpenCV-2.4.3/CMakeLists.txt.After making edits to the Ruby script, save
it.The customized package can be treated as normal. For example, it can be installed as follows:
$ brew install opencvInstallation on Ubuntu and its derivativesFirst and foremost, here is a quick
note on Ubuntu's versions of an operating system: Ubuntu has a 6-month release cycle in which
each release is either a .04 or a .10 minor version of a major version (14 at the time of writing).
Every two years, however, Ubuntu releases a version classified as long-term support (LTS)
which will grant you a five year support by Canonical (the company behind Ubuntu). If you work



in an enterprise environment, it is certainly advisable to install one of the LTS versions. The latest
one available is 14.04.Ubuntu comes with Python 2.7 preinstalled. The standard Ubuntu
repository contains OpenCV 2.4.9 packages without support for depth cameras. At the time of
writing this, OpenCV 3 is not yet available through the Ubuntu repositories, so we will have to
build it from source. Fortunately, the vast majority of Unix-like and Linux systems come with all
the necessary software to build a project from scratch already installed. When built from source,
OpenCV can support depth cameras via OpenNI and SensorKinect, which are available as
precompiled binaries with installation scripts.Using the Ubuntu repository (no support for depth
cameras)We can install Python and all its necessary dependencies using the apt package
manager, by running the following commands:> sudo apt-get install build-essential> sudo apt-
get install cmake git libgtk2.0-dev pkg-config libavcodec-dev libavformat-dev libswscale-dev>
sudo apt-get install python-dev python-numpy libtbb2 libtbb-dev libjpeg-dev libpng-dev libtiff-dev
libjasper-dev libdc1394-22-devEquivalently, we could have used Ubuntu Software Center, which
is the apt package manager's graphical frontend.Building OpenCV from a sourceNow that we
have the entire Python stack and cmake installed, we can build OpenCV. First, we need to
download the source code from .Extract the archive and move it into the unzipped folder in a
terminal.Then, run the following commands:> mkdir build> cd build> cmake -D
CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -D CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..> make> make
installAfter the installation terminates, you might want to look at OpenCV's Python samples in
<opencv_folder>/opencv/samples/python and <script_folder>/opencv/samples/
python2.Installation on other Unix-like systemsChapter 1. Setting Up OpenCVYou picked up this
book so you may already have an idea of what OpenCV is. Maybe, you heard of Sci-Fi-sounding
features, such as face detection, and got intrigued. If this is the case, you've made the perfect
choice. OpenCV stands for Open Source Computer Vision. It is a free computer vision library
that allows you to manipulate images and videos to accomplish a variety of tasks from displaying
the feed of a webcam to potentially teaching a robot to recognize real-life objects.In this book,
you will learn to leverage the immense potential of OpenCV with the Python programming
language. Python is an elegant language with a relatively shallow learning curve and very
powerful features. This chapter is a quick guide to setting up Python 2.7, OpenCV, and other
related libraries. After setup, we also look at OpenCV's Python sample scripts and
documentation.NoteIf you wish to skip the installation process and jump right into action, you
can download the virtual machine (VM) I've made available at .This file is compatible with
VirtualBox, a free-to-use virtualization application that lets you build and run VMs. The VM I've
built is based on Ubuntu Linux 14.04 and has all the necessary software installed so that you
can start coding right away.This VM requires at least 2 GB of RAM to run smoothly, so make
sure that you allocate at least 2 (but, ideally, more than 4) GB of RAM to the VM, which means
that your host machine will need at least 6 GB of RAM to sustain it.NoteIf you wish to skip the
installation process and jump right into action, you can download the virtual machine (VM) I've
made available at .This file is compatible with VirtualBox, a free-to-use virtualization application



that lets you build and run VMs. The VM I've built is based on Ubuntu Linux 14.04 and has all the
necessary software installed so that you can start coding right away.This VM requires at least 2
GB of RAM to run smoothly, so make sure that you allocate at least 2 (but, ideally, more than 4)
GB of RAM to the VM, which means that your host machine will need at least 6 GB of RAM to
sustain it.The following related libraries are covered in this chapter:NumPy: This library is a
dependency of OpenCV's Python bindings. It provides numeric computing functionality,
including efficient arrays.SciPy: This library is a scientific computing library that is closely related
to NumPy. It is not required by OpenCV, but it is useful for manipulating data in OpenCV
images.OpenNI: This library is an optional dependency of OpenCV. It adds the support for
certain depth cameras, such as Asus XtionPRO.SensorKinect: This library is an OpenNI plugin
and optional dependency of OpenCV. It adds support for the Microsoft Kinect depth camera.For
this book's purposes, OpenNI and SensorKinect can be considered optional. They are used
throughout Chapter 4, Depth Estimation and Segmentation, but are not used in the other
chapters or appendices.NoteThis book focuses on OpenCV 3, the new major release of the
OpenCV library. All additional information about OpenCV is available at , and its documentation
is available at .NoteThis book focuses on OpenCV 3, the new major release of the OpenCV
library. All additional information about OpenCV is available at , and its documentation is
available at .Choosing and using the right setup toolsWe are free to choose various setup tools,
depending on our operating system and how much configuration we want to do. Let's take an
overview of the tools for Windows, Mac, Ubuntu, and other Unix-like systems.Installation on
WindowsWindows does not come with Python preinstalled. However, installation wizards are
available for precompiled Python, NumPy, SciPy, and OpenCV. Alternatively, we can build from a
source. OpenCV's build system uses CMake for configuration and either Visual Studio or
MinGW for compilation.If we want support for depth cameras, including Kinect, we should first
install OpenNI and SensorKinect, which are available as precompiled binaries with installation
wizards. Then, we must build OpenCV from a source.NoteThe precompiled version of OpenCV
does not offer support for depth cameras.NoteThe precompiled version of OpenCV does not
offer support for depth cameras.On Windows, OpenCV 2 offers better support for 32-bit Python
than 64-bit Python; however, with the majority of computers sold today being 64-bit systems, our
instructions will refer to 64-bit. All installers have 32-bit versions available from the same site as
the 64-bit.Some of the following steps refer to editing the system's PATH variable. This task can
be done in the Environment Variables window of Control Panel.On Windows Vista / Windows 7 /
Windows 8, click on the Start menu and launch Control Panel. Now, navigate to System and
Security | System | Advanced system settings. Click on the Environment Variables… button.On
Windows XP, click on the Start menu and navigate to Control Panel | System. Select the
Advanced tab. Click on the Environment Variables… button.Now, under System variables, select
Path and click on the Edit… button.Make changes as directed.To apply the changes, click on all
the OK buttons (until we are back in the main window of Control Panel).Then, log out and log
back in (alternatively, reboot).Using binary installers (no support for depth cameras)You can



choose to install Python and its related libraries separately if you prefer; however, there are
Python distributions that come with installers that will set up the entire SciPy stack (which
includes Python and NumPy), which make it very trivial to set up the development
environment.One such distribution is Anaconda Python (downloadable at ). Once the installer is
downloaded, run it and remember to add the path to the Anaconda installation to your PATH
variable following the preceding procedure.Here are the steps to set up Python7, NumPy, SciPy,
and OpenCV:Download and install the 32-bit Python 2.7.9 from .Download and install NumPy
1.6.2 from (note that installing NumPy on Windows 64-bit is a bit tricky due to the lack of a 64-bit
Fortran compiler on Windows, which NumPy depends on. The binary at the preceding link is
unofficial).Download and install SciPy 11.0 from (this is the same as NumPy and these are
community installers).Download the self-extracting ZIP of OpenCV 3.0.0 from . Run this ZIP, and
when prompted, enter a destination folder, which we will refer to as <unzip_destination>. A
subfolder, <unzip_destination>\opencv, is created.Copy <unzip_destination>\opencv\build
\python\2.7\cv2.pyd to C:\Python2.7\Lib\site-packages (assuming that we had installed Python
2.7 to the default location). If you installed Python 2.7 with Anaconda, use the Anaconda
installation folder instead of the default Python installation. Now, the new Python installation can
find OpenCV.A final step is necessary if we want Python scripts to run using the new Python
installation by default. Edit the system's PATH variable and append ;C:\Python2.7 (assuming that
we had installed Python 2.7 to the default location) or your Anaconda installation folder. Remove
any previous Python paths, such as ;C:\Python2.6. Log out and log back in (alternatively,
reboot).Using CMake and compilersWindows does not come with any compilers or CMake. We
need to install them. If we want support for depth cameras, including Kinect, we also need to
install OpenNI and SensorKinect.Let's assume that we have already installed 32-bit Python 2.7,
NumPy, and SciPy either from binaries (as described previously) or from a source. Now, we can
proceed with installing compilers and CMake, optionally installing OpenNI and SensorKinect,
and then building OpenCV from the source:Download and install CMake 3.1.2 from . When
running the installer, select either Add CMake to the system PATH for all users or Add CMake to
the system PATH for current user. Don't worry about the fact that a 64-bit version of CMake is not
available CMake is only a configuration tool and does not perform any compilations itself.
Instead, on Windows, it creates project files that can be opened with Visual Studio.Download
and install Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 (the Desktop edition if you are working on Windows 7)
from .Note that you will need to sign in with your Microsoft account and if you don't have one,
you can create one on the spot. Install the software and reboot after installation is complete.For
MinGW, get the installer from and . When running the installer, make sure that the destination
path does not contain spaces and that the optional C++ compiler is included. Edit the system's
PATH variable and append ;C:\MinGW\bin (assuming that MinGW is installed to the default
location). Reboot the system.Optionally, download and install OpenNI 1.5.4.0 from the links
provided in the GitHub homepage of OpenNI at .You can download and install SensorKinect
0.93 from (32-bit). Alternatively, for 64-bit Python, download the setup from (64-bit). Note that



this repository has been inactive for more than three years.Download the self-extracting ZIP of
OpenCV 3.0.0 from . Run the self-extracting ZIP, and when prompted, enter any destination
folder, which we will refer to as <unzip_destination>. A subfolder, <unzip_destination>\opencv, is
then created.Open Command Prompt and make another folder where our build will go using this
command:> mkdir<build_folder>> mkdir<build_folder>Change the directory of the build folder:>
cd <build_folder>> cd <build_folder>Now, we are ready to configure our build. To understand all
the options, we can read the code in <unzip_destination>\opencv\CMakeLists.txt. However, for
this book's purposes, we only need to use the options that will give us a release build with
Python bindings, and optionally, depth camera support via OpenNI and SensorKinect.Open
CMake (cmake-gui) and specify the location of the source code of OpenCV and the folder where
you would like to build the library. Click on Configure. Select the project to be generated. In this
case, select Visual Studio 12 (which corresponds to Visual Studio 2013). After CMake has
finished configuring the project, it will output a list of build options. If you see a red background, it
means that your project may need to be reconfigured: CMake might report that it has failed to
find some dependencies. Many of OpenCV's dependencies are optional, so do not be too
concerned yet.NoteIf the build fails to complete or you run into problems later, try installing
missing dependencies (often available as prebuilt binaries), and then rebuild OpenCV from this
step.You have the option of selecting/deselecting build options (according to the libraries you
have installed on your machine) and click on Configure again, until you get a clear background
(white).NoteIf the build fails to complete or you run into problems later, try installing missing
dependencies (often available as prebuilt binaries), and then rebuild OpenCV from this step.You
have the option of selecting/deselecting build options (according to the libraries you have
installed on your machine) and click on Configure again, until you get a clear background
(white).At the end of this process, you can click on Generate, which will create an OpenCV.sln
file in the folder you've chosen for the build. You can then navigate to <build_folder>/OpenCV.sln
and open the file with Visual Studio 2013, and proceed with building the project, ALL_BUILD.
You will need to build both the Debug and Release versions of OpenCV, so go ahead and build
the library in the Debug mode, then select Release and rebuild it (F7 is the key to launch the
build).At this stage, you will have a bin folder in the OpenCV build directory, which will contain all
the generated .dll files that will allow you to include OpenCV in your projects.Alternatively, for
MinGW, run the following command:> cmake -D:CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=RELEASE -
D:WITH_OPENNI=ON -G "MinGWMakefiles" <unzip_destination>\opencv> cmake -
D:CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=RELEASE -D:WITH_OPENNI=ON -G "MinGWMakefiles"
<unzip_destination>\opencvIf OpenNI is not installed, omit -D:WITH_OPENNI=ON. (In this
case, depth cameras will not be supported.) If OpenNI and SensorKinect are installed to
nondefault locations, modify the command to include -
D:OPENNI_LIB_DIR=<openni_install_destination>\Lib -
D:OPENNI_INCLUDE_DIR=<openni_install_destination>\Include -
D:OPENNI_PRIME_SENSOR_MODULE_BIN_DIR=<sensorkinect_install_destination>\Sensor



\Bin.Alternatively, for MinGW, run this command:> mingw32-make> mingw32-makeCopy
<build_folder>\lib\Release\cv2.pyd (from a Visual Studio build) or <build_folder>\lib\cv2.pyd
(from a MinGW build) to <python_installation_folder>\site-packages.Finally, edit the system's
PATH variable and append ;<build_folder>/bin/Release (for a Visual Studio build)
or ;<build_folder>/bin (for a MinGW build). Reboot your system.Installing on OS XSome versions
of Mac used to come with a version of Python 2.7 preinstalled that were customized by Apple for
a system's internal needs. However, this has changed and the standard version of OS X ships
with a standard installation of Python. On , you can also find a universal binary that is compatible
with both the new Intel systems and the legacy PowerPC.NoteYou can obtain this installer at
(refer to the Mac OS X 32-bit PPC or the Mac OS X 64-bit Intel links). Installing Python from the
downloaded .dmg file will simply overwrite your current system installation of Python.NoteYou
can obtain this installer at (refer to the Mac OS X 32-bit PPC or the Mac OS X 64-bit Intel links).
Installing Python from the downloaded .dmg file will simply overwrite your current system
installation of Python.For Mac, there are several possible approaches for obtaining standard
Python 2.7, NumPy, SciPy, and OpenCV. All approaches ultimately require OpenCV to be
compiled from a source using Xcode Developer Tools. However, depending on the approach,
this task is automated for us in various ways by third-party tools. We will look at these kinds of
approaches using MacPorts or Homebrew. These tools can potentially do everything that
CMake can, plus they help us resolve dependencies and separate our development libraries
from system libraries.TipI recommend MacPorts, especially if you want to compile OpenCV with
depth camera support via OpenNI and SensorKinect. Relevant patches and build scripts,
including some that I maintain, are ready-made for MacPorts. By contrast, Homebrew does not
currently provide a ready-made solution to compile OpenCV with depth camera support.TipI
recommend MacPorts, especially if you want to compile OpenCV with depth camera support via
OpenNI and SensorKinect. Relevant patches and build scripts, including some that I maintain,
are ready-made for MacPorts. By contrast, Homebrew does not currently provide a ready-made
solution to compile OpenCV with depth camera support.Before proceeding, let's make sure that
the Xcode Developer Tools are properly set up:Download and install Xcode from the Mac App
Store or . During installation, if there is an option to install Command Line Tools, select it.Open
Xcode and accept the license agreement.A final step is necessary if the installer does not give
us the option to install Command Line Tools. Navigate to Xcode | Preferences | Downloads, and
click on the Install button next to Command Line Tools. Wait for the installation to finish and quit
Xcode.Alternatively, you can install Xcode command-line tools by running the following
command (in the terminal):$ xcode-select –install$ xcode-select –installNow, we have the
required compilers for any approach.Using MacPorts with ready-made packagesWe can use the
MacPorts package manager to help us set up Python 2.7, NumPy, and OpenCV. MacPorts
provides terminal commands that automate the process of downloading, compiling, and
installing various pieces of open source software (OSS). MacPorts also installs dependencies as
needed. For each piece of software, the dependencies and build recipes are defined in a



configuration file called a Portfile. A MacPorts repository is a collection of Portfiles.Starting from
a system where Xcode and its command-line tools are already set up, the following steps will
give us an OpenCV installation via MacPorts:Download and install MacPorts from .If you want
support for the Kinect depth camera, you need to tell MacPorts where to download the custom
Portfiles that I have written. To do so, edit /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf (assuming that
MacPorts is installed to the default location). Just above the line, rsync://rsync.macports.org/
release/ports/ [default], add the following line:http://nummist.com/opencv/ports.tar.gzhttp://
nummist.com/opencv/ports.tar.gzSave the file. Now, MacPorts knows that it has to search for
Portfiles in my online repository first, and then the default online repository.Open the terminal
and run the following command to update MacPorts:$ sudo port selfupdate$ sudo port
selfupdateWhen prompted, enter your password.Now (if we are using my repository), run the
following command to install OpenCV with Python 2.7 bindings and support for depth cameras,
including Kinect:$ sudo port install opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinect$ sudo port install
opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinectAlternatively (with or without my repository), run the
following command to install OpenCV with Python 2.7 bindings and support for depth cameras,
excluding Kinect:$ sudo port install opencv +python27 +openni$ sudo port install opencv
+python27 +openniNoteDependencies, including Python 2.7, NumPy, OpenNI, and (in the first
example) SensorKinect, are automatically installed as well.By adding +python27 to the
command, we specify that we want the opencv variant (build configuration) with Python 2.7
bindings. Similarly, +openni_sensorkinect specifies the variant with the broadest possible
support for depth cameras via OpenNI and SensorKinect. You may omit +openni_sensorkinect if
you do not intend to use depth cameras, or you may replace it with +openni if you do intend to
use OpenNI-compatible depth cameras but just not Kinect. To see the full list of the available
variants before installing, we can enter the following command:$ port variants opencvDepending
on our customization needs, we can add other variants to the install command. For even more
flexibility, we can write our own variants (as described in the next section).NoteDependencies,
including Python 2.7, NumPy, OpenNI, and (in the first example) SensorKinect, are
automatically installed as well.By adding +python27 to the command, we specify that we want
the opencv variant (build configuration) with Python 2.7 bindings. Similarly,
+openni_sensorkinect specifies the variant with the broadest possible support for depth
cameras via OpenNI and SensorKinect. You may omit +openni_sensorkinect if you do not intend
to use depth cameras, or you may replace it with +openni if you do intend to use OpenNI-
compatible depth cameras but just not Kinect. To see the full list of the available variants before
installing, we can enter the following command:$ port variants opencv$ port variants
opencvDepending on our customization needs, we can add other variants to the install
command. For even more flexibility, we can write our own variants (as described in the next
section).Also, run the following command to install SciPy:$ sudo port install py27-scipy$ sudo
port install py27-scipyThe Python installation's executable is named python2.7. If we want to link
the default python executable to python2.7, let's also run this command:$ sudo port install



python_select$ sudo port select python python27$ sudo port install python_select$ sudo port
select python python27Using MacPorts with your own custom packagesWith a few extra steps,
we can change the way that MacPorts compiles OpenCV or any other piece of software. As
previously mentioned, MacPorts' build recipes are defined in configuration files called Portfiles.
By creating or editing Portfiles, we can access highly configurable build tools, such as CMake,
while also benefitting from MacPorts' features, such as dependency resolution.Let's assume that
we already have MacPorts installed. Now, we can configure MacPorts to use the custom
Portfiles that we write:Create a folder somewhere to hold our custom Portfiles. We will refer to
this folder as <local_repository>.Edit the /opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf file (assuming
that MacPorts is installed to the default location). Just above the rsync://rsync.macports.org/
release/ports/ [default] line, add this line:file://<local_repository>file://<local_repository>For
example, if <local_repository> is /Users/Joe/Portfiles, add the following line:file:///Users/Joe/
Portfilesfile:///Users/Joe/PortfilesNote the triple slashes and save the file. Now, MacPorts knows
that it has to search for Portfiles in <local_repository> first, and then, its default online
repository.Open the terminal and update MacPorts to ensure that we have the latest Portfiles
from the default repository:$ sudo port selfupdate$ sudo port selfupdateLet's copy the default
repository's opencv Portfile as an example. We should also copy the directory structure, which
determines how the package is categorized by MacPorts:$ mkdir <local_repository>/graphics/$
cp /opt/local/var/macports/sources/rsync.macports.org/release/ports/graphics/opencv
<local_repository>/graphics$ mkdir <local_repository>/graphics/$ cp /opt/local/var/macports/
sources/rsync.macports.org/release/ports/graphics/opencv <local_repository>/
graphicsAlternatively, for an example that includes Kinect support, we could download my online
repository from , unzip it, and copy its entire graphics folder into <local_repository>:$ cp
<unzip_destination>/graphics <local_repository>$ cp <unzip_destination>/graphics
<local_repository>Edit <local_repository>/graphics/opencv/Portfile. Note that this file specifies
the CMake configuration flags, dependencies, and variants. For details on the Portfile editing, go
to .To see which CMake configuration flags are relevant to OpenCV, we need to look at its
source code. Download the source code archive from , unzip it to any location, and read
<unzip_destination>/OpenCV-3.0.0/CMakeLists.txt.After making any edits to the Portfile, save
it.Now, we need to generate an index file in our local repository so that MacPorts can find the
new Portfile:$ cd <local_repository>$ portindex$ cd <local_repository>$ portindexFrom now on,
we can treat our custom opencv file just like any other MacPorts package. For example, we can
install it as follows:$ sudo port install opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinect$ sudo port install
opencv +python27 +openni_sensorkinectNote that our local repository's Portfile takes
precedence over the default repository's Portfile because of the order in which they are listed in /
opt/local/etc/macports/sources.conf.Using Homebrew with ready-made packages (no support
for depth cameras)Homebrew is another package manager that can help us. Normally,
MacPorts and Homebrew should not be installed on the same machine.Starting from a system
where Xcode and its command-line tools are already set up, the following steps will give us an



OpenCV installation via Homebrew:Open the terminal and run the following command to install
Homebrew:$ ruby -e "$(curl -fsSkLraw.github.com/mxcl/homebrew/go)"$ ruby -e "$(curl -
fsSkLraw.github.com/mxcl/homebrew/go)"Unlike MacPorts, Homebrew does not automatically
put its executables in PATH. To do so, create or edit the ~/.profile file and add this line at the top
of the code:export PATH=/usr/local/bin:/usr/local/sbin:$PATHexport PATH=/usr/local/bin:/usr/
local/sbin:$PATHSave the file and run this command to refresh PATH:$ source ~/.profile$ source
~/.profileNote that executables installed by Homebrew now take precedence over executables
installed by the system.For Homebrew's self-diagnostic report, run the following command:$
brew doctor$ brew doctorFollow any troubleshooting advice it gives.Now, update Homebrew:$
brew update$ brew updateRun the following command to install Python 2.7:$ brew install python
$ brew install pythonNow, we can install NumPy. Homebrew's selection of the Python library
packages is limited, so we use a separate package management tool called pip, which comes
with Homebrew's Python:$ pip install numpy$ pip install numpySciPy contains some Fortran
code, so we need an appropriate compiler. We can use Homebrew to install the gfortran
compiler:$ brew install gfortran$ brew install gfortranNow, we can install SciPy:$ pip install scipy
$ pip install scipyTo install OpenCV on a 64-bit system (all new Mac hardware since late 2006),
run the following command:$ brew install opencv$ brew install opencvTipDownloading the
example codeYou can download the example code files for all Packt Publishing books that you
have purchased from your account at . If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit and
register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.TipDownloading the example codeYou can
download the example code files for all Packt Publishing books that you have purchased from
your account at . If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit and register to have the
files e-mailed directly to you.Using Homebrew with your own custom packagesHomebrew
makes it easy to edit existing package definitions:$ brew edit opencv$ brew edit opencvThe
package definitions are actually scripts in the Ruby programming language. Tips on editing them
can be found on the Homebrew Wiki page at . A script may specify Make or CMake
configuration flags, among other things.To see which CMake configuration flags are relevant to
OpenCV, we need to look at its source code. Download the source code archive from , unzip it to
any location, and read <unzip_destination>/OpenCV-2.4.3/CMakeLists.txt.After making edits to
the Ruby script, save it.The customized package can be treated as normal. For example, it can
be installed as follows:$ brew install opencv$ brew install opencvInstallation on Ubuntu and its
derivativesFirst and foremost, here is a quick note on Ubuntu's versions of an operating system:
Ubuntu has a 6-month release cycle in which each release is either a .04 or a .10 minor version
of a major version (14 at the time of writing). Every two years, however, Ubuntu releases a
version classified as long-term support (LTS) which will grant you a five year support by
Canonical (the company behind Ubuntu). If you work in an enterprise environment, it is certainly
advisable to install one of the LTS versions. The latest one available is 14.04.Ubuntu comes with
Python 2.7 preinstalled. The standard Ubuntu repository contains OpenCV 2.4.9 packages
without support for depth cameras. At the time of writing this, OpenCV 3 is not yet available



through the Ubuntu repositories, so we will have to build it from source. Fortunately, the vast
majority of Unix-like and Linux systems come with all the necessary software to build a project
from scratch already installed. When built from source, OpenCV can support depth cameras via
OpenNI and SensorKinect, which are available as precompiled binaries with installation
scripts.Using the Ubuntu repository (no support for depth cameras)We can install Python and all
its necessary dependencies using the apt package manager, by running the following
commands:> sudo apt-get install build-essential> sudo apt-get install cmake git libgtk2.0-dev
pkg-config libavcodec-dev libavformat-dev libswscale-dev> sudo apt-get install python-dev
python-numpy libtbb2 libtbb-dev libjpeg-dev libpng-dev libtiff-dev libjasper-dev libdc1394-22-
dev> sudo apt-get install build-essential> sudo apt-get install cmake git libgtk2.0-dev pkg-config
libavcodec-dev libavformat-dev libswscale-dev> sudo apt-get install python-dev python-numpy
libtbb2 libtbb-dev libjpeg-dev libpng-dev libtiff-dev libjasper-dev libdc1394-22-devEquivalently,
we could have used Ubuntu Software Center, which is the apt package manager's graphical
frontend.Building OpenCV from a sourceNow that we have the entire Python stack and cmake
installed, we can build OpenCV. First, we need to download the source code from .Extract the
archive and move it into the unzipped folder in a terminal.Then, run the following commands:>
mkdir build> cd build> cmake -D CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -D
CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..> make> make install> mkdir build> cd build> cmake -D
CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Release -D CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local ..> make> make
installAfter the installation terminates, you might want to look at OpenCV's Python samples in
<opencv_folder>/opencv/samples/python and <script_folder>/opencv/samples/
python2.Installation on other Unix-like systems
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Ebook Library Reader, “Easy to follow, beginner level book on OpenCV. Learning OpenCV 3
Computer Vision with Python - Second Edition

  
  
I have done programming in python and was interested in learning OpenCV. This book did
great job in introducing the basic computer Vision programming using python. OpenCV 3 is a
computer vision library that is used for a variety of image and video processing operations.
Some advance features such as face recognition or object tracking, are easily achievable with
OpenCV 3.Overall, I found the book was easy to follow and it even included code examples from
the book.”

G. A. Patino, “Great resource if you are a Python user that wants to start learning computer vision
concepts and implementation. This book is a great introduction to both computer vision in
general, and OpenCV in Python in particular, but even people familiar with computer vision
methods will find it useful to learn how to implement them in the Python ecosystem or how to
optimize function parameters. An introductory to intermediate command of Python is assumed.
The author's present the different concepts within the context of developing an application, and
while the book doesn't follow the cookbook format, by the end you will still have a group of very
useful scripts that can easily be applied to other projects. The presentation of the programming
scripts is detailed and easy to follow. The authors have taken great care to build the complexity
of the scripts slowly and without gaps in the sequencing. The use of each script is very well
illustrated with images along the book. My only complaint is that the book is still based on
Python 2.7, but the code doesn't seem to require many modifications to run in Python 3”

The book by Glenn Brookshear has a rating of  5 out of 2.2. 9 people have provided feedback.
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